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‘Culture for Improvement’  
#QIHour Tweet Chat Report 

 
Report produced by Lou Waters, GSQIA Digital and Networks Advisor & #QIHour host. 

 
Background 
The #QIHour tweet chats began in February 2019 and are hosted by Gloucestershire Safety & 
Quality Improvement Academy (GSQIA) at Gloucestershire Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust. 
The #QIHour chats are produced in collaboration with a small group of #QITwitter 
Improvement leaders who make up the #QIHour team: Leeanne Lockley, Steve Daykin, 
Robbie Ayers, Dr Amar Shah, Lou Waters & Andrew Seaton.  
 
These tweet chats take place bimonthly on a Wednesday at 8pm U.K. time bringing together 
the improvement community around the globe to connect and discuss key topics, sharing and 
learning together.  
 
Purpose 
The purpose of this report is to share learning & insights gathered through the #QIHour on 
‘Culture for Improvement’, which took place on Wednesday 20th July 2022 at 8pm BST in 
collaboration with Emma Challans-Rasool, Executive Director of Culture and Improvement at 
Sherwood Forest Hospital NHS Foundation Trust @emmachallans @SFHFT  
 

 

https://twitter.com/search?q=%23QIHour&src=typed_query&f=live
https://twitter.com/emmachallans
https://twitter.com/SFHFT


 

 
Report contents 

• Analytics 

• Learning and insights 

• Shared resources 
 
Analytics 
These analytics are provided by Symplur – Healthcare Hashtags Project for the #QIHour 
hashtag during the period of 8pm-9pm BST on Wednesday 20th July 2022. 
 
Participants 
 

 
 
The Influencers  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.symplur.com/healthcare-hashtags/
https://twitter.com/search?q=%23QIHour&src=typed_query&f=live


 

Tweet activity 
 
 

 
 
The chat ran from 8.00pm – 9.00pm BST. The ‘tweet activity’ graph above shows that people 
continued to contribute to the chat using the #QIHour hashtag after the formal end-point at 
9.00pm. Asynchronous contribution to tweet chats is one of the many benefits of using twitter 
for social learning. 
 
The table below contrasts hashtag analytics for the one hour of synchronous participation in 
the tweet chat and for a 24-hour period from the chat starting, allowing for asynchronous 
engagement. 
 

        8pm – 9pm BST (20/07/22)  
8pm BST (20/07/22) 

- 8pm BST (21/07/22) 
   

                           
 
 
 
 

Synchronous participation Asynchronous participation 



 

Insights and Learning 
 
Question 1. What do you think is the most critical aspect of a good culture? 
 

 
 
 
Hayley shared her thoughts on the value of role models, commenting “if I can’t see it, I can’t be 
it”. 
 

 
 
 
@steve_daykin agreed, commenting “A combination of trust, role modelling, creating a safe 
space/working environment, teamwork and an ability to question and query things in an open 
effective way.” Steve also added that role-modelling at “all levels is so key,” sharing “I know I 
role modelled some great domestics, HCA’s when I was a student nurse (many moons ago).” 

https://twitter.com/HayleySGrice
https://twitter.com/steve_daykin


 

 
This also mattered to @AndyCarden1 who said “people who lead by example, which then is 
reflected in that of others;  people who feel that they won't be judged for speaking up... & I 
mean 'genuinely', not just lip service paid to it;  a wide mix of people who can bring a diverse 
flavour of all cultures together.” 
 
Bradley Mellor shared “having a set of guiding principles that are contextualised by the board 
linked to behaviours that can be seen and communicated to all in the organisation.” 
 
Sal Nederpel reminded us “the standard we walk past is the standard we accept”. 
 
For Emma Hopewell the “most critical aspect is transparency or openness. Only possible 
where there is a feeling of psychological safety”. 
 
@natashascott_ID commented “I think it is having authentic, open and honest leadership 
where there is no blame culture. Fostering that mutual respect and supportive culture is critical 
to successful change.” 
 
Charlotte Jakab-Hall shared: 

 
 
@alisonbolton’s top 3 are: trust, permission and curiosity. @emmachallans responded 
“Curiosity – absolutely Ali. The more curious we are, the more we learn and improve. Curiosity 
is a must for me”. 
 
Becky Thomas agreed, saying… 
 

 
 
@PippaJChillman responded “Open communication, recognising and supporting others, a 
shared understanding of complexity within the area, and to listen to and value all feedback and 
space for curiosity from all”, and Efua Hagan commented “Also saying you don't know 
something. We all have knowledge but not an expert in everything. Staying humble and true 
makes a difference.” 
 
Julian Winn commented “trust for sure”, adding “it's been recognised & written about as the 
foundation of well-led organisations & leadership”. 

https://twitter.com/AndyCarden1
https://twitter.com/Bradders681
https://twitter.com/Sallyned
https://twitter.com/emmah_nuh
https://twitter.com/natashascott_ID
https://twitter.com/CharlotteNHSRN
https://twitter.com/alisonbolton
https://twitter.com/emmachallans
https://twitter.com/CuriousBecks
https://twitter.com/PippaJChillman
https://twitter.com/knitknitqueen
https://twitter.com/Winn_on_Health


 

 
Angela Rowe raised the topic of permission, saying “honesty, openness, trust, respect, 
permission to test, a belief from leaders that you’re there to do a good job.” 
 

 
 
@DanBealeCocks mentioned appreciative inquiry, reminding us not only look to solve the 
problems but to look at what is good and how we can learn and build on that. He added 
“permission and encouragement to have a go at improvement; understanding and removing 
needless barriers.” 
 
PHAODP Enthusiast responded “A good culture encapsulates the constructive aspects of 
different cultures, through engagement with difference.  A good culture sustains capacity for 
change and growth.” 
 
Charlie Jones also shared his thoughts… 
 

 
 
Key words and themes that appeared included in response to Question 1: “What do you 
think is the most critical aspect of a good culture?”  
 

 

https://twitter.com/ang_rowe
https://twitter.com/DanBealeCocks
https://twitter.com/Stephen31323305
https://twitter.com/charlie_psych


 

 
Question 2: What inspires you to continually improve in your role and place you work? 
 

 
 
Ali Bolton replied “love this question…for me its all about the people, building relationships and 
making a difference”. 
 
Emma Hopewell shared “I’m inspired by the fab staff who go above and beyond every day to 
provide patient care. The conditions under which staff work can be awful. Let’s help”. 
 
Charlie Howarth shared this feeling, responding “the genuine desire from our staff to want to 
do better. Despite having less to do it with sometimes. When I can see the link between what 
we do and the benefit for our patients and populations”. 
 
Jayne Beasley agreed, “the staff and their unrelenting desire to improve services even against 
the most incredible obstacles”. 
 
Charlotte Jakab-Hall commented… 

https://twitter.com/alisonbolton
https://twitter.com/emmah_nuh
https://twitter.com/CharlieTeare
https://twitter.com/JayneBeasleynhs
https://twitter.com/CharlotteNHSRN


 

 
 
Angela Rowe responded “A2 The hope that I can make a difference and improve services for 
everyone who uses them; the belief that the NHS is fantastic, and I want it to be the best it can 
be….” 
 
For Efua Hagan, she loves to “see what we can do differently and working with people that 
allow you the bandwidth to think. Makes such a difference and inspires me.” 
 
@Laura_Does is inspired to continually improve in her role “to enable everyone (patients, staff, 
visitors, and people from outside organisations) to have the best experience they can in 
receiving or delivering health and social care. Keeping up with progress and pushing progress 

for the betterment of everyone       ”. 

 
@CuriousBecks said “for me, it’s about making a difference whether that be directly or by 
supporting and developing others. Also actively collaborating across the professional 
boundaries – building networks an participating in communities like #QITwitter”. 
 
Julian Winn shared a “consistent desire and aim to add value” and Jv Valdez shared his 
“earnest desire to improve and be the reason for joy at work”. 
 
Marc Neil commented… 

 
 

And Donna Mathieson replied… 

https://twitter.com/ang_rowe
https://twitter.com/knitknitqueen
https://twitter.com/Laura_Does
https://twitter.com/CuriousBecks
https://twitter.com/search?q=%23QITwitter&src=typed_query&f=live
https://twitter.com/Winn_on_Health
https://twitter.com/JvicValdez
https://twitter.com/mneil02
https://twitter.com/DonnaMath9


 

 
 

Key words and themes that appeared included in response to Question 2: “What inspires 
you to continually improve in your role and place you work?” 

 
 
Question 3: Leaders do not need to be trained in improvement to realise a culture for 
improvement. Discuss. 

 



 

This question generated some great discussion with both sides of the argument being 
explored. 
 
@DrAmarShah commented “I guess this depends on what you mean by "trained". Do all 
leaders need to be expert? No. Do they all need the level of skill to lead improvement 
effectively? Yes, most definitely. A culture of improvement is based on learning a new way of 
problem solving.” 
 
@lilian_chiwera remarked “Interesting! A continuous #QualityImprovement culture or mindset 
should be second nature to #Leadership to help them address #HumanFactors elements 
humanly when things go wrong i.e. with a no-blame culture compassionate approach.” 
 
Christina Harrison reflected… 

 
 
@joyfurnival responded “Well, for me, leaders do need to know something here, fidelity & role 
modelling etc matters imho, to lead improvement & modify culture #QIhour #QItwitter 
The level of expertise tho is up for debate”.  
 
Joy also shared a blog which you can find in the resources section at the end of the report. 
 
Ali Bolton suggested “maybe not….but understanding the tools, techniques and language 
would enable them to fully engage and motivate staff from a personal perspective.” And 
commented “How amazing would it be to hear an Exec say ‘when I was trained in 

improvement methodology….’      ”Angela agreed, commenting “No, I don’t think they do. For 

me, leaders can promote and support a learning culture…always learning, and supportive of 
testing out new approaches…a growth mindset…that, to me, is a culture for improvement”. 
 
Sal Nederpel commented “some training is a must, but great leaders create a culture for 
improvement by actively encouraging those around them to take the power we all have to drive 
change. That’s the key. I don’t believe you need to be an expert to be a role model and 
empower others.” 
 
Hayley Grice reminds us “Leaders can be at any level and don’t need lead in their title.The 
leads of QI is by all, for all.I think there’s a lot of transferable skills from my Physio training and 
experience as an #AHP; also from my research training but @ACT2improve has consolidated 
it” 
 
Jayne Beasley replied “Understand enough to promote and maximise the benefits of CQI 
(continuous quality improvement) #TheToolsWork”. Hesham Abdalla agreed saying “they need 
to know enough to value it. Only that way will they trust the process enough to take the short 
term pains for the long term gain.” 
 

https://twitter.com/DrAmarShah
https://twitter.com/lilian_chiwera
https://twitter.com/RNChristinaH
https://twitter.com/joyfurnival
https://twitter.com/alisonbolton
https://twitter.com/ang_rowe
https://twitter.com/Sallyned
https://twitter.com/HayleySGrice
https://twitter.com/ACT2improve
https://twitter.com/JayneBeasleynhs
https://twitter.com/hesham_abdalla


 

Gaurika Kapoor commented “Oooooh I like this one! I think formal training is not a necessity 
and learning through experience should be valued”. Kayleigh Hartshorn replied “This is so true! 
I think the culture change comes from being empowered to make change, and try something 
different, which can absolutely be influenced by leaders”. 
 
Emma H queried whether it is fair and appropriate for senior leaders to act as project and 
programme sponsors without any improvement training in her response… 

 
 
For Charlotte, a mixed approach is necessary. She responded “interesting question! Some 
people need training to enable them, some have a more naturalistic approach, others develop 
through lived experiences. I don’t think there is a clear answer of need, but I do believe to 
enable leadership you must be open to change and failure.” 
 
Marie Pinard commented “Learning mindset and caring about people is everything” and 
Lindsey Mclean shared “I’m a firm believer in removing the ‘dark art’ of improvement\project 
management by enabling people to understand what’s in their gift (with a sprinkling of tips, 
tricks and tools to help them on their way!)” 
 
Charlie Howarth replied, “Interesting! A lot of great improvement is driven around behaviours 
and understanding how people respond to change. As Leaders we must empower others to 
crack on, make it safe to try and fail if need be. Support and encourage.” Laura responded… 
 

 
 
Andrew Seaton reflected whether a one size fits all approach works, saying “I think this might 
depend on the culture and consequent behaviour, even then I’m not sure some of the more 
heroic leaders could be trained”. Emma Challans-Rasool responded… 
 

 

https://twitter.com/Gaurika_Kapoor
https://twitter.com/Kayleigh_1992
https://twitter.com/emmah_nuh
https://twitter.com/CharlotteNHSRN
https://twitter.com/MariePinard9
https://twitter.com/go_mclean
https://twitter.com/CharlieTeare
https://twitter.com/Laura_Does
https://twitter.com/seaty63
https://twitter.com/emmachallans


 

Gemma Hawtin shared, “as one who was doing it without realising I’d say no they don’t but 
finding & developing the ones who have that culture is vital for the NHS or it becomes 
frustrating not being able to use what we have got. As a support worker I’ve been able to do 
Edward Jenner & #S4CA and it helps me develop them gone on to complete bronze award. All 
after winning @AHAwards with a project I developed with support.  
 
Christina replied sharing #S4CA “@Sch4Change was transformational for me! Highly 
recommend to all new or established in improvement. The Next run launches this November”. 
You can register via the link in the resources at the end of this report. As author of this report, I 
can add my name in support of the fantastic (and free!) School for Change Agents. 
 
Key words & themes that appeared included in response to Question 3: “Leaders do not 
need to be trained in improvement to realise a culture for improvement. Discuss.” 
 

   
 
 
 
 

**scroll down for question 4** 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://twitter.com/gvhawtin
https://twitter.com/AHAwards
https://twitter.com/RNChristinaH
https://twitter.com/Sch4Change


 

Question 4: What are the most effective approaches to learning that you have been part of? 
 

 
 
Responses to this question fell into two main themes – the method of facilitating the learning; 
and the context/environment of the learning. 
 
Steve Daykin, Gemma Hawtin and Efua Hagan all shared that tweet chats support their 
learning, which we love to hear at team #QIHour. 
 
Many different learning mechanisms were shared with most people having a preference of 
learning by doing / experiential learning. Some of the methods shared included: kata, theory 
plus experiential learning, webinars, courses, networks, randomized coffee trials, communities 
of practice, simulation, learning from peers, speakers, mentoring, coaching, supervision, 
shadowing, reading, researching, observing, reflecting. What methods have you used? What 
methods might you try using going forwards? 
 
Gaurika reflected “I’m a “learning by doing” person, but I don’t like having to go away and work 
on a full case study - which is what a lot of courses do. I learn more from doing an interactive 
activity during the training.” 
 
For Natasha, her “MSc action learning set with @rooktree is probably one of the most effective 
approaches I’ve been involved in. Still friends with the group now and that network of national 
colleagues is invaluable!” 
 
What matters to Charlotte is “learning where the rules are created and lead by the learners 
themselves.” 
 

https://twitter.com/steve_daykin
https://twitter.com/gvhawtin
https://twitter.com/knitknitqueen
https://twitter.com/Gaurika_Kapoor
https://twitter.com/natashascott_ID
https://twitter.com/CharlotteNHSRN


 

Robbie Ayers made a great point, sharing that he learns best with empathy, “Putting myself in 
others shoes gives me an opportunity to learn from a different perspective”. 
 
For Bradley making the learning relatable is most important. He said “Where the learning has 
been designed to be directly relevant to the problem(s) participants had in their area and 
learning applied the very next day.” 
 
Andrew responded… 

 
 
Efua shared “simulation one of my favourites. If you can create a culture of psychological 
safety, I'm your friend”. In true #QIHour form we introduced Efua to @CuriousBecks to chat 
more about psychological safety. We love making new connections! 
 
It was Jayne’s first ever tweet chat (welcome Jayne). This is her reflection… 

 
 
The importance of creating a safe space to try, fail and learn without blame has been a strong 
theme throughout this chat. 
 
Adrienne Danyliw joined us from Canada and shared her thoughts “#QIHour I am currently part 
of a fellowship where we have weekends of amazing speakers, and work as a team over 9mo 
to design a defensible approach to a problem identified by another health agency. It’s a fab 

way to learn & apply inc to own org + learning fr peers is     ”. 

 
Two of our clinical colleagues, Christina and Donna M discussed the importance of learning 
from incidents and the conditions needed to be able to do this well. 
 

 

https://twitter.com/RobertJMAyers
https://twitter.com/Bradders681
https://twitter.com/seaty63
https://twitter.com/knitknitqueen
https://twitter.com/CuriousBecks
https://twitter.com/JayneBeasleynhs
https://twitter.com/adriennedanyliw
https://twitter.com/RNChristinaH
https://twitter.com/DonnaMath9


 

 
As mentioned earlier, some responses looked at the conditions and context needed for 
effective learning, and this moves beyond the method of learning and materials to the 
environment, psychological safety to try and fail, and also learning from peers – who else is in 
the room? 
 
Pippa commented “any learning that is considerate and takes advantage of the level and 
variety of people in the room. I don't think there is a right or wrong answer, it depends on what 
aspects you are teaching. I do think a supportive conversation around outcomes can help.” 
Pippa added “considering whether people are learning in a small group or a large group, 
adapting the way the information is presented and how people engage in that learning. There 
are circumstances that will effect learning.” 
 
Sal felt the same, and shared her experience of QSIR: “#QSIR was perfectly pitched for me. A 
range of roles and seniority in one room, that was a shared space to explore the topics and - 
hugely importantly - a safe space to get things wrong, learning from the experience of others 
and sharing different perspectives.” 
 
Emma Challans-Rasool agreed saying “Sometimes it is who you are learning with that can 
also add or not add value to the experience.” Emma also shared “Networks and Communities 
of Practice, I believe are one the most influential in enabling learning.” 
 
Julian shared the following quote.  
 
“Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do” -Goethe 
 
 
Key words and themes that appeared included in response to Question 4: “What are the 
most effective approaches to learning that you have been part of?” 
 

 
 
 
 

https://twitter.com/PippaJChillman
https://twitter.com/Sallyned
https://twitter.com/emmachallans
https://twitter.com/Winn_on_Health


 

Question 5: What conditions have you experienced in a safe learning culture?  
 

 
 

Some key themes in response to this question include human factors, safe space to make 
mistakes without fear of retribution, psychological safety, making it fun, how things are framed 
and being able to be vulnerable and feel supported. 

 
Steve commented, “Learning from failure or alternatively thinking First Attempt In Learning 
F.A.I.L Having leaders show vulnerability and sharing that they do not have/know all the  
answers.” Emma responded…. 
 

 
 
Ali shared that she appreciates “an informal, collaborative approach where I feel that I have a 
part to play in room”. 
 
Joy shared her thoughts, reflecting on the importance of neutrality when facilitating learning… 

https://twitter.com/steve_daykin
https://twitter.com/emmachallans
https://twitter.com/alisonbolton
https://twitter.com/joyfurnival


 

 
 
Angela commented about the importance of seeing “opportunities for change/improvement 
when things don’t go as planned….and not be punitive to those who make a mistake.” She 
added… 
 

 
 
Andrew responded that they “have a human factors faculty @gsqia although its focus is on 
clinical care increasingly it feels like a core leadership skill to understand behaviour, adaptive 
behaviour and complexity”. 
 
Laura and Emma shared this exchange… 

 
 
Bradley replied “One where psychological safety was raised at the start to identify that it exists, 
impacts on the effectiveness of QI efforts and to ascertain where teams felt they were.” 
 
Hayley added this… 

 
 

https://twitter.com/ang_rowe
https://twitter.com/seaty63
https://twitter.com/gsqia
https://twitter.com/Laura_Does
https://twitter.com/emmachallans
https://twitter.com/Bradders681
https://twitter.com/HayleySGrice


 

Gaurika commented, “A trusting and trusted team, no blame culture, everyone accepting that 
they don’t hold all the answers, failure encouraged, never being mocked for asking questions, 
coaching/mentoring skills in the mix”, and Jayne responded… 
 

 
 
Charlotte added… 

 
 
And Donna M also shared these great nuggets… 

 
 
Key words and themes that appeared included in response to Question 5: “What 
conditions have you experienced in a safe learning culture?” 
 

 

https://twitter.com/Gaurika_Kapoor
https://twitter.com/JayneBeasleynhs
https://twitter.com/CharlotteNHSRN
https://twitter.com/DonnaMath9


 

 
Question 6: “Challans Challenge” -  If you know what good looks like, what is stopping you and 
your organisation doing better? 
 

 
 

 
Angela responded by role-modelling the culture we have been talking about, sharing “I’m not 
sure about this one I feel I need to give it some serious thought.” We’re so pleased that time 
and time again #QIHour allows participants to share that they do not know or need to know all 
the answers. 
 
Efua suggested “time and perhaps an element of fear... after all and change come with risks”. 
 
Christina shared her personal obstacles… 

 
 

https://twitter.com/ang_rowe
https://twitter.com/knitknitqueen
https://twitter.com/RNChristinaH


 

We haven’t mentioned hierarchies much through this chat. How do hierarchies affect how you 
work and approach improvement in your workplace? How do they affect your feeling of 
psychological safety? Is it important to flatten hierarchies? What might happen? Have you 
experienced this where you work? 
 
Andrea Evans shared the following. How can we create solid foundations upon which to build? 

 
 
Joy shared this advice… 

 
 
Kedar highlighted some big obstacles here… has anyone got any experience in breaking down 
these barriers who could help Kedar? 

 
 
Charlotte talked about her personal journey of growth as a leader, saying “I mean, I can only 
speak for myself…I am continually reflecting and aspiring to grow as a leader. On my journey 
of growth   as a leader I aim to empower others to also grow and develop alongside me by 
empowering and motivating them. We are all leaders in our own right.” 
 
 

 

https://twitter.com/AndreaELouise01
https://twitter.com/joyfurnival
https://twitter.com/kedarpriya1
https://twitter.com/CharlotteNHSRN


 

Natasha reflected… 

 
 
Key words and themes that appeared included in response to Question 6: “If you know 
what good looks like, what is stopping you and your organisation doing better?”  

 
 
Question 7: What have you gained from participating in this tweet chat? What will you do 
differently as a result? 

 

https://twitter.com/natashascott_ID


 

 
It was fabulous to see so many new faces at this #QIHour – welcome to all of you!  
 
It was Andy’s first #QIHour and he responded… 

 
 
It was also Bradley’s first #QIHour. He gained “awareness of others who I would not have 
found in the vastness of Twitter. Not make this my first and only time!” 
 
Julian gained… 

 
 
Marie in Canada reflected that “It’s super fun interacting with fellow #QI nerds across the 

pond.”       

 
Gaurika was also new to #QIHour for this chat and her reflections were… 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Emma H “gained a broader perspective on things I’ve been mulling over a lot recently. Thanks 
everyone!” 
  
And Joy, a regular #QIHour contributor had some fab reflections and actions to take away… 

 
 

https://twitter.com/AndyCarden1
https://twitter.com/Bradders681
https://twitter.com/Winn_on_Health
https://twitter.com/MariePinard9
https://twitter.com/Gaurika_Kapoor
https://twitter.com/emmah_nuh
https://twitter.com/joyfurnival


 

Key words and themes that appeared included in response to Question 7: “What have 
you gained from participating in this tweet chat? What will you do differently as a result?”  
 

 
 
Shared resources 
 
@CuriousBecks:  

 
@joyfurnival: [BLOG] https://joyfurnival.wordpress.com/2021/06/13/improvement-practice-and-
culture  
@RobertJMAyers: 

 

 

https://joyfurnival.wordpress.com/2021/06/13/improvement-practice-and-culture
https://joyfurnival.wordpress.com/2021/06/13/improvement-practice-and-culture


 

@RobertJMAyers: 

       
 

   

 



 

 

 
 

                      
 

 



 

 
 
 
 
 
@RNChristinaH: School for Change Agents – register for November cohort – free change 
agent training open to everyone. 
 
Communities of Practice:  
Improvement – @theqcommunity – apply to become a free member 
Ops Managers – @Proud2bOps – contact Emma Challans-Rasool for more information 
 
 
 
The next #QIHour chat is on ‘Delivering Virtual Improvement Collaboratives’ joined by The QI 
Guy. This chat will take place on Wednesday 21st September 2022 at 8pm BST (GMT+1). 
 
  

Follow #QITwitter for more from the improvement community. 
 
 
Report produced by Lou Waters, GSQIA Digital and Networks Advisor & #QIHour host. 
 

https://twitter.com/RNChristinaH
https://horizonsnhs.com/school/
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https://twitter.com/proud2bOps
https://twitter.com/emmachallans
https://twitter.com/search?q=%23QITwitter&src=typed_query&f=live

